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In November 2021 the National Park published  Future 

Beacons its draft Management Plan for the area and opened  
a four month period of engagement and consultation.
 

Future Beacons is a step change in the way the Authority 

thinks about and undertakes it’s statutory Management 

Planning for the area, representing a very different plan to 

those of the past.  Responding to the urgency of the climate 

and nature emergencies, Future Beacons sets out a bold 

vision for transformative change within the region pivoting 

from ‘business as usual’ to a more sustainable and 

regenerative future.
 
Despite attempts to widen the reach of our engagement, 
we believe that the responses received do not represent the 
wide range of socio-economic groups that live around and 
visit the National Park.  We have particularly identified 
failings in our reach to younger people.  For this reason we 
are viewing this document as an ‘interim report’ setting out 
what we have learnt so far.  More work is needed to ensure 
that we have a more complete view of residents and 
stakeholders future needs.
 
To those readers who are used to our previous plan, the 

ambition and boldness of Future Beacons maybe a challenge 
at first, and because of its difference, it’s scale and its focus 
on holistic system change, we wanted to take our time in 
the way we introduced it to our stakeholders. In fact, we 
doubled the amount of time we usually engage on draft 
policy.  We wanted to make sure there was sufficient space 
to hold detailed conversations with all those with a stake in 
the Park, to guide through the detail and to give sufficient 
time for questioning and challenge. In short, we didn’t want 
to rush those conversations, or to curtail our partners ability 
to collaborate over the plan’s final iteration. We stated 
when we published that it takes a community to create a 
plan like the management plan, we wanted time to help 
build that community. 
 
The extended consultation phase also enabled us to 
undertake a series of online workshops to ‘deep dive’ each 
of the policy areas. These sessions were immensely rich in 
their outputs and together with the written responses have 

provided a new perspective on the way Future Beacons 
should develop. 
 
Through the four months of engagement, in discussions, in 
the deep dives and through written responses to the Plan 
we have been presented with a fascinating resource to help 
inform the future . This report summarises the responses 
we received through this consultation.  It also provides an 
overview of the next steps towards the final adopted plan.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

THE STATE OF NATURE IN THE PARKINTRODUCTION 

Summary of key findings from the consultation 
 
 

The Plan has a level of ambition that has 
not been seen from the National Park 
Authority before, for some that was 
hugely welcomed as necessary in the face 
of the climate and nature emergencies, for 
others it was a point of challenge that 
risked ‘failure of delivery’

 
The finalised plan will need to be 
supported by more detail in terms of 
actions, governance and targets for 
delivery if it is to have credibility. Such 
targets should be expressed in terms of 
social, economic and environmental 
benefits.

 
More work is needed to engage seldom 
heard groups and younger people

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  



CONSULTATION

RESPONSES 

What we have learnt so far



The National Park Authority’s 17-week consultation on 

Future Beacons was launched on the 4th of November 

2021 and closed on the 4th of March 2022.

 

During that period comments were invited on the plan in 

one of three ways:-

 

A structured questionnaire asking guided 

questions on key areas of the Plan and its 

implementation.

Written comments covering any area that 

respondents wanted to raise.

Policy Deep Dives - structured online workshops 

with an invited attendance drawn from a wide 

base, eg Community groups, third sector, 

academics and the agricultural sector. Looking in 

detail at the barriers and opportunities to 

delivering key each of the policy areas.  

In addition the Policy team presented the plan at a 

number of sessions with specific groups including:-

 

Public Services Boards

Natural Resources Wales

Local Access Forum

Community and Town Councils

Regional Tourism Group

Citizen's Assembly

Welsh Government

Dwr Cymru Welsh Water

The Mega Catchment

Brecon Climate Action

A series of implementation workshops were also held 

with Staff, Members and the Citizen's Assembly the 

results of which form a separate report available here 

 
 
 
 
  

53

A total of 53 individuals and organisations 

filled out our online form.

THE STATE OF NATURE IN THE PARK

HOW PEOPLE ENGAGED WITH THE PLAN 

31.5hours

Spent in online workshops discussing policy 

areas in our 'deep dives'

39

A total of 39 individuals and organisations 

wrote to us to give their views on the plan 



Male: 41.0 %

Female: 53.0 %

Prefer not to say: 6.0 %

Male Female Prefer not to say

Respondents to the 

consultation form by 

gender 

WHO ENGAGED WITH THE PLAN 

Organisation:25%

Individual:75%

Age of respondents (by percentage of total returns)
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Respondents to the 

consultation form by 

representation



2% 14% 22% 35% 27%

THE VISION FOR THE NATIONAL PARK

In addition, we asked if they felt the vision needed amending in anyway.  Responses to this question were mostly 

positive, with several respondents saying they found the vision comprehensive, exciting and ambitious. However, 

there were several themes that emerged that participants felt could be expanded upon. Most prominently was a 

need for greater focus on restoring nature and biodiversity, which included aspects of natural regeneration, tree 

planting and species reintroduction. Equally, many respondents felt there should be further support for farmers 

and land managers who use ecologically friendly techniques, knowledge often passed down through generations. 

The contribution of local communities, access to housing and the effects of tourism on local infrastructure and 

resources was also commented on. 2 respondents felt that the NPA was acting out of its remit. 

Increasing level of agreement with the vision 

 

Respondents were asked to think about the vision set out for the Park.  We asked respondents to score their 

degree of agreement with the vision on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicated no agreement and 5 indicated full 

agreement.  The majority of respondents registered a score of 4.



THE SPECIAL QUALITIES OF THE NATIONAL PARK 

6% 22% 33% 39%

We also asked if there were any Special Qualities that are inaccurate or if we had missed anything from our 

definition. For this question, there was a variety of answers . Most commonly stated was the view that the 

special communities series of qualities would benefit from further refinement, especially in relation to cultural 

heritage and its value in land management. Our agricultural communities felt that they were and remain a 

special quality of the National Park.

 

Respondents were asked to think about the extent to which the Plan had appropriately defined the special 

qualities.  Again a sliding scale was used from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated the definitions were totally wrong and 5 

indicated full agreement that we had fully captured the special qualities of the Park.  The majority of respondents 

registered a score of 5.

Increasing level of agreement with the special qualities 



RELATIONSHIP WITH WIDER POLICY  CONTEXT

We asked if respondents believed the plan responded to all 

aspects of the wider plans and policies outlined.  Responses to 

this question were mixed, in general it was felt that the plan 

would support the wider policy context.  However, that wasn't 

a universal position with many respondents believing the plan 

was lacking in the detail necessary to be able to fully 

understand how it could deliver.

 

In response to this question a number of respondents 

identified areas they felt the plan was deficient on meeting 

wider policy goals, in particular the need to support and work 

with local and agricultural communities to support them in 

securing a viable and resilient future.

 

In response to this question a minority felt that the plan was 

acting on things outside of the National Park Authority's remit, 

and that this potentially could be counter productive.

The public opinion of the use of the Doughnut model within 

Future Beacons was mostly positively, with many people 

finding it comprehensive and a good way to monitor a range of 

competing issues. However, there are some reservations 

about its accessibility to a wider audience and suggested 

validation by communities to decide on sectors. Some 

concerns about datasets were also raised, with some 

respondents commenting on accuracy and monitoring 

indicators. 



13% 27% 33% 27%

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

27% selected 5 with comments around Future Beacons being a good blueprint for discussion and providing a 

clear plan for the Park. However, it was noted that there are a lot of policy strands which will interact with each 

other and the scale of collaboration needed across these sectors to ensure they work harmoniously. 

 

33% of respondents selected 4 (the most cited value), citing that partnership working was essential moving 

forward, but as always the need to work with communities, partners and stakeholders was key. Many 

respondents who selected 4 agreed that Future Beacons set a good vision for the Park and that the foundations 

for engagement were set. 

 

27% selected 3 responding that additional engagement was needed with a range of stakeholders, including local 

businesses, residents, community councils and the farming community. Two respondents commented that the 

National Park must work with other bodies instead of delegating responsibility, especially when it comes to 

achieving a shared vision and objective.

 

13% selected 2 with concerns being raised that collaboration will be difficult if not all stakeholders are engaged 

and the mechanism for this is unclear. One respondent praised the vision of Future Beacons, but highlighted that 

local residents are capable of achieving the objectives, if supported by the Park, and not dictated to. 

 

 

Additionally we asked Could you or your organisation work with us to help deliver Future 

Beacons?

For this question, most respondents answered yes, with the remainder saying maybe, and one no. There were 

varied comments supporting ‘yes’ answers, which focused on community engagement being key, suggesting who 

major partners should be, and organisations offering technical help or advice.

 

Increasing level of agreement that the plan provides an effective vehicle for collaboration 

 

Respondents were asked to think about whether Future Beacons would act as an effective vehicle for collaboration.  

A scale of 1-5 was used to allow respondents to score their responses.



RESPONSES TO 

POLICIES



The National Park is host to over 5 million visitors each year, and rightly so, it’s a 
pretty special place protected by a designation that has at its heart promoting 
opportunities for outdoor recreation.  This we value.  The issue arises when the 
volume of visitors exceeds carrying capacity of a given location.    These ‘honeypot 
sites’ quickly become congested with cars and people, leading to negative impacts 
on the host communities and the environment, degrading the authenticity and sense 
of escapism that is so vital to many of our visitors.
 

The actions of this Plan commit all of those who have 
a stake in the Park to address the climate crisis. This 
commitment requires us to reach near zero or zero 
carbon by 2039.
 
Alignment with the Paris Agreement, will require the 
National Park to stay within a maximum cumulative 
carbon dioxide emissions budget of 1,557 thousand 
tonnes (ktCO2) for the period of 2020 to 2100. 
 
 

CLIMATE CHANGE
We said....



Landscapes such as the Brecon Beacons National Park 
are vital in achieving net zero, due to their
potential for sequestration. We would therefore urge that 
the vision should not be zero carbon, but rather
that the vision should be for the NP as a whole to act as a 
carbon sink.
“Missing from the document is an ‘acknowledgement of 
the need to reduce meat and dairy production to
meet climate change targets, and how the movement 
away from livestock will be encouraged and
managedBritish Ecological Society 

Reducing water use will reduce energy and 
carbon. Around 6% of the UKs total greenhouse 
gas emissions are from household water supply 
and use. This equates to over 2.6 kg CO2e per 
home per day. Approximately 90% of these water 
related emissions are from how we use water in 
the home. The rest are emissions from water 
companies supplying water and removing and 
treating waste water. Water efficiency therefore 
has an important role to play and should be 
highlighted as a key action.
Water Wise

The Management Plan does not sufficiently 
address climate change impacts including 
increase in droughts/prolonged dry weather 
and water  scarcity/availability. Heat stress 
also requires consideration, as this is likely to 
be significant and impact upon agriculture 
and ecosystems throughout the Park. The Plan 
needs to specifically mention the need to 
build in prolonged dry weather / drought 
events mitigation planning.
Natural Resources Wales

We would like to see the plan go 
further to more explicitly support the 
role of nature based solutions
and rewilding in tackling the climate 
emergency 
Rewilding Britain

CLIMATE CHANGE You said.....

 

Most respondents thought the National Park should make changes within the organisation to tackle

climate change, as well as leading action across the National Park. Some respondents called for the priority

to be more ambitious. There was support for community renewable energy, and a lot of concern about

carbon trading. A minority of respondents thought acting on climate change was not the role for the

National Park.



Nature based solutions to climate change 
are fast becoming recognised as the best 
way of addressing the rises in global 
temperatures. Rewilding would help the 
Brecon Beacons National Park in its attempts 
to reach net-zero. Restored treescapes and 
peat bogs for example have the capacity to 
sequester significant amounts of carbon 
compared to current landscapes 
Tir Natur

“One main problem is measurement - 
there are so many different systems of 
measuring carbon… that there needs 
to be a nationally recognised standard 
to which all sectors have access. Until 
then it will always be able to fudge the 
figures either way 
Crai Community Council

The ambitious nature of this document is 
widely beyond the ability of the BBNPA to 
tackle, or indeed for any other Local Authority 
for that matter. Issues such as climate 
change is a global issue which is down to
devolved Government, National Government 
and global responsibility. 
National Farmers Union Cymru



Key Partners and their 

Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Carbon budgeting for BBNPA and the National Park area was seen as positive.

A ‘fair share’ of emissions reduction contribution is in line with the Paris Agreement and the Doughnut. 

Concern that without other policy levers the policy position was insufficiently ‘strong’. 

More information is needed in relation to current levels of carbon emissions and the potential for 

decarbonisation. 

There was significant concern about the potential for land use interventions which amount to 

‘greenwashing’. 

Responding to the climate emergency is an organising principle - golden thread relevant throughout the 

suite of policies. 

There is a need to understand the National Park’s decarbonisation context and geography. 

Focus on behavioural change. 

Link to other policy: housing.

General development link to economic policy in relation to retrofitting. 

Development of climate partnership to drive co-ordinated action – possibly through Landscapes Wales 

Work at community level to enact local level change eg. Community renewables. 

Create tools for communities/businesses as budget simulator.  

Potential to join wider strategies eg.  Cities Race to Zero.

Define key climate risks.

Links to other policy areas 

The principles of climate change adaptation/mitigation and GHG emission reduction should be woven 

throughout the plan. 

Sustainable tourism/Busy Places/ Nature recovery/ Treescapes/ Landscape/ Resilient communities /Green 

New Deal/ PES/ Active Travel/ Historic Environment 

Key monitoring factors  Reduction in GHG emissions

Conclusion 

The policy elicited much support, however it will only be deliverable with key partners working together – 

the need to develop a strong partnership approach ran through the discussion. 

NPA

Conveners 

Educators – carbon literacy training 

Exemplars and setting out decarbonisation pathways for BBNPA and the 

National Park area

Individuals Behaviour Change 

Local Government Partnership members – signatories to the carbon budget 

Welsh Government Partnership members – signatories to the carbon budget 

NRW Partnership members – signatories to the carbon budget 

Summary of Policy Deep Dive 

Climate Change  

https://www.c40.org/what-we-do/building-a-movement/cities-race-to-zero/


 
The landscape is vital to all that we are as a National Park.  
We will in all our endeavours work to guide and harmonise 
necessary changes in the landscape to ensure that the 
essence remains strong and vital.
 
We will conserve and enhance landscape features which 
have intrinsic value due to their geological 
geomorphological, ecological, heritage or aesthetic value.
 

The European Landscape Convention (ELC) defines “Landscape” as “an area, as 

perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of 

natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 2000). 

 

Our Special Qualities  are derived from human interaction with the landscape, as 

such an overriding objective of this plan is to ensure that landscape character is 

conserved and enhanced in all we do.

 

LANDSCAPE
We said....



Rewilding can restore unique natural landscapes back to 
Wales. Through the use of native breeds, and allowing nature 
to lead the way, core rewilding and regenerative areas could 
truly restore unique habitats, species and landscapes to the 
Brecon Beacons not just to benefit of wildlife but also for 
people and communities.
A mosaic of dynamic habitats and restored natural processes 
are central to restoring a Diversity of landscapes across the 
Park, and will support wellbeing, community development and 
economic activities alongside nature recovery.
We would like the strategy of the Park to be based on 
community codesign, where core and regenerative
rewilding areas are developed whilst working with the 
community to ensure that it is appropriate for wildlife as well 
as people.
Rewilding Britain

There is an emphasis on ‘conserving
the landscape character’.
successfully pursuing the recovery of
nature may change the character of
the landscape in some areas, which
could conflict with this aim. This
should be explicitly acknowledged.
British Ecological Society

LANDSCAPE You said.....

 There was a range of views about the proposed Landscape policy reflecting different priorities for land use in 
the National Park, but a common theme was the need for a range of landscapes are important to support 
nature, people, and culture. 

We welcome Future Beacons starting the 
conversation about the changing face of Natural 
Beauty in the Park in response to the nature and 
climate emergencies.

We agree that guiding landscape change should be a 
focus [for the National Park], and positive landscape 
change that enhances character and protects natural
beauty should not be at odds with proposals for 
climate change adaptation and nature recovery, they 
should go hand in hand 
Natural Resources Wales



Nature based solutions to climate change 
are fast becoming recognised as the best 
way of addressing the rises in global 
temperatures. Rewilding would help the 
Brecon Beacons National Park in its attempts 
to reach net-zero. Restored treescapes and 
peat bogs for example have the capacity to 
sequester significant amounts of carbon 
compared to current landscapes 
Tir Natur

“One main problem is measurement - 
there are so many different systems of 
measuring carbon… that there needs 
to be a nationally recognised standard 
to which all sectors have access. Until 
then it will always be able to fudge the 
figures either way 
Crai Community Council

The ambitious nature of this document is 
widely beyond the ability of the BBNPA to 
tackle, or indeed for any other Local Authority 
for that matter. Issues such as climate 
change is a global issue which is down to
devolved Government, National Government 
and global responsibility. 
National Farmers Union Cymru



Key Partners and their Role 

Links to other policy areas 

Over tourism and its impact on the landscape/ Nature recovery/climate adaptation and its impact on the 

landscape /Sustainable Farming Scheme / Treescapes/ Nature recovery/ Peatland / Resilient communities/ 

Historic Environment  

Key monitoring factors  None identified during the session 

Conclusion 

Although there was support for the policy there was a general feeling that the policy position should be 

integrated into all areas of policy within the Plan and that it was in other areas of activity that influence over 

landscape occurred  eg. Land management and future sustainable farming scheme.  This policy was seen as 

saying little in terms of practical solutions.  There was some value in relation to helping other bodies 

understand Section 62 (2) duty but whether that is in this policy or detailed guidance – wasn’t concluded by 

the group 

NPA

Facilitating spatial partnerships 

Story telling – connecting people to the landscape (so they value it) 

Visitor management 

Advocating joined up regulatory processes recognising the importance of the National 

Park designation (landscape). 

Individuals

Developing greater connections to the landscape (not sure if this is something we 

need to help with)  

Local 

Government

Implementation of S62(2) duty in accordance with policy (or do we need more 

detailed guidance - is it SPG?)  

Welsh 

Government

Strengthening (all) planning policy to enable enactment of purposes and duty across all 

our functions 

NRW

Funding  
Joining up Area Statements and Future Beacons   
Providing focus for Forest Resource Plans 

Assistance with shared baseline  

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

The phrase ‘endeavors’ within the policy was seen as problematical 

A focus on Natural Beauty in its widest sense (see CCW definition) was highlighted as missing 

Concern that insufficient focus was given to the cultural element of our landscape, its significance to 

heritage and the concept of ‘living working landscape’ 

Appeared a central organising principle – golden thread relevant throughout the suite of policies.  

This could be a key area to strengthen implementation of Section 62(2) duty with specific regard to the 

strength of our landscape in providing a national resource – proposal that a policy on ‘setting’ maybe of 

value 

What are the units / geographies of ecosystem (not habitats) which pull work together in the NP - Are 

they the LCA? Or the river catchments? Or something else? 

Spatial partnerships – community/landowners/foresters/farmers/ statutory bodies/ regulators etc to 

agree shared approach to future landscape management 

Positive action can and will take many forms  

More detail around landscape types and their management 

Opportunity and constraint mapping for all work defining sensitive landscapes and management priorities 

– defining limits of acceptable change 

Significance of comms/education to policy implementation and understanding informing change decisions. 

A clear message and understanding of positive action in the uplands. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Landscape Contd.



 
 
We will reverse the decline in 
biodiversity by focussing on developing 
resilient ecological networks which are 
more diverse, greater in extent, in 
better ecological condition and more 
joined up. 

It’s a stark fact that biodiversity continues to decline internationally. This is a trend from which 

the UK’s Protected Areas, including the Brecon Beacons National Park, are sadly not exempt. 

NATURE RECOVERY
We said....



Whilst the Future Beacons plan states that the 
NP ‘will reverse the decline in biodiversity’, the 
vision currently does not contain any mention 
of the recovery of nature, but merely tackling 
decline…The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 
places a duty on the National Park to ‘seek to 
maintain and enhance biodiversity’. The 
enhancement and/or recovery of biodiversity 
should hence be included in the Future 
Beacons Plan 
British Ecological Society 

National Parks were set up to preserve 
landscape, nature and the wildlife. 
This together with other
legislation for environmental 
protection appears to have failed in 
that we are now in a biodiversity crisis.
There needs to be greater recognition 
of this failure 
Glyn Tarell Community Council

We strongly disapprove of any tree planting 
that you are looking to encourage on 
Common Land and worry that if this were to 
happen that sheep and cattle would be 
excluded from the Mountains and the 
Communities that support this form of 
agriculture would shrink and in time be lost, 
thus not supporting a Resilient Community 
providing local food production and 
maintaining rural skills 
Brecon Beacons Commoners Association

NATURE RECOVERY You said.....

 

There were a large number of responses to the proposed nature recovery policy.  Many respondents thought the plan is 

not ambitious enough.  There was significant concern about repurposing agricultural land and commons for nature recovery.

There was some concern about repurposing agricultural land and commons for nature recovery, and about the impact on 

local communities and economies of allowing more space for nature to recover. There were specific recommendations 

about encouraging hedgerows, and about the recovery of native species.

We have talked about resilient 
communities, local food production, 
rural skills, landscape features and all 
of this  
this would be at risk if the BBNPA and 
other National Parks are seeking land 
to rewild with being part of this
movement 
National Farmers Union Cymru

Beavers please! See also Wilding by 
Isbella Tree
Owen and Lyn Rook

Rewilding has been shown to: store 
carbon and protect us from flooding; 
improve water quality; save
declining British species; boost local 
economies; create nature-rich places 
and increase bio-diversity.
“Please consider including rewilding in 
your Nature Recovery plan 
Sue Jackson



Sheep farming is important but not to the detriment of 
wildlife, which is really struggling in the Welsh
uplands after decades of heavy grazing, burning, 
drainage, pollution and tree felling. Much of what we 
call the wild hills of Wales aren’t wild and they are 
mainly very bare of biodiversity. We can do better than 
this! You have a wonderful opportunity here. Please 
don’t waste it. Please establish more of a balance and 
allow wildlife back to the National Park before it 
declines so much that you end up with an empty 
Landscape
Barbara Jones

Tweaking at the edges and improving on current ‘good 
practice’ will not be enough to turn the tide for nature. 
Rewilding is about restoring every single function of an 
ecosystem, so that it can largely take care of itself. This 
functional approach means that our landscapes will be 
much more resilient into the future, especially with the 
impacts of climate change becoming more and more 
pressing. We would like to see the Brecon Beacons National 
Park Authority embrace the principles of rewilding, and 
advocate more for collaboration among landowners. We 
would like to see the promotion of grazing systems that 
include lower densities of mixed native herbivores.
Tir Natur

I believe the Brecon Beacons if 
managed differently could be a 
wilder landscape, a wilder National 
Park, and the benefits would be 
enormous for the well-being of future 
generations in so many ways.
Jo Ray



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

We need to understand baselines and the starting points to ‘build back’. 

Connectivity was considered key and the phrase ‘joined up’ was considered to diminish the significance 

of connectivity 

Queries whether the policy need to also talk about the creation of adaptive resilient landscapes/nature 

networks in the face of climate change, and biodiversity change as well as loss.  

Discussion around Sandford principle – are we now in the position that our second purpose activities 

are negating our ability to meet our first purpose.  

The interactions with visitor management should be made overt. 

Continue to communicate the role and significance of Local Nature Partnerships and Nature Recovery 

Action Plan. 

Work with the Local Nature Partnership: consider whether it includes enough landowner 

representation. 

Advocate for nature recovery as key component of Sustainable Farming Scheme.  

Opportunity and constraints mapping (building on the ecological network mapping). 

Focussed actions on specific species and continuing Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) work. 

Develop a toolbox of interventions (practical) for landowner intervention – training and support to 

implement. 

Education and comms with the land managers of the future – give them the toolbox – monitor its 

effectiveness. 

Need to communicate Vital Signs. Bats data identified as particularly helpful. 

NPA

Target setting 

Communication – e.g. Vital signs, LNP, Citizen science opportunities, projects 

Relationship building 

Break down barriers 

Individuals

How to capture the ‘David Attenborough’ effect and get individuals enthused to 

take action? 

Local 

Government

Key partners in delivering activity on the ground and shared messaging 

Networks extend into the park from LA areas 

 

Welsh 

Government

Legisltative backing – full force of regulatory power 

SFS design to support natures recovery in protected areas 

NRW

Statutory Nature Conservation Body. 

Wildlife trusts as on the ground stewards 

Communicators 

Partners in delivery 

eNGOs

Wildlife Trusts as on the ground stewards 

Communicators 

Partners in delivery 

Landowners

Land management to deliver nature recovery on the ground – partnership 

members – should help design the programme 

BIS Research and data to assist in policy development 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Nature Recovery Contd.



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors   Vital signs 

Conclusion 

A toolkit approach was favoured – allowing knowledge to be imparted but empowering landowners to act.

 

Much was made of the value of Sustainable Farming Scheme to deliver on nature recovery – key that this is 

designed appropriately. 

 

We must continue to support the Local Nature Partnership and deliver on the Nature Recovery Action Plan.

Rewilding and its significance to the policy aim was discussed at length. There was strong support for the 

principle of ecological restoration, but that the term ‘rewilding’ may not be useful because of a ‘culture war’ 

surrounding the phrase.   

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Busy Places 

Sustainable Tourism 

Local Food  

Rural Skills  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

PES 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Rights of Way 

Active travel 

Nature Recovery Contd.



 

 
We will develop a landscape rich in trees, woods 
and hedgerows, with better woodland 
management, restored ancient woodland and 
more trees to deliver the many social and 
ecological benefits they bring.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will work in partnership to develop a Treescapes Plan to increase extent and regenerate 
woodland and trees across the National Park, ensuring proposals:
 

contribute to ecosystem health, function and resilience; 
help mitigate and adapt to the consequences of climate change; and,
are well connected and integrate with the Public Rights of Way, Active Travel and 
Local Food networks.

We will also support efforts to record and protect ancient, veteran and notable trees and 
will support inclusive and accessible ways to become involved in projects to manage, 
research, monitor, celebrate and benefit from the beautiful and varied character of trees in 
the National Park.

 
 

TREESCAPES
We said....



The plan should strengthen the 
commitment that afforestation should 
avoid peatlands, including planting on 
shallow peats (<30cm), productive 
agricultural lands and habitats of high 
conservation value, focusing instead 
on poor-quality grazing land, of which 
there is more than enough to fulfil 
government planting commitments
British Ecological Society 

We welcome the term “treescapes” to express a 
landscape rich in trees, woods, and hedgerows’
(including trees outside woodlands). We suggest the 
Policy also needs to consider the role of natural
regeneration in increasing tree cover and the importance 
of management of existing native woodland. We
think it is helpful to reiterate an approach of “the right tree, 
in the right place for the right reason”. This
approach would ensure that there is a diverse mix of 
woodland tree species in any new woodland
creation, which would avoid any concerns around 
‘coniferisation’ as stated in the policy
Natural Resources Wales

We would like to see “a significant 
extension to Ancient Woodland and 
other wooded habitats through 
natural regeneration and appropriate 
planting… [alongside] restoring 
plantations on Ancient Woodland
Sites (PAWS) to native woodland 
reflecting local Ancient Semi-Natural 
Woodland
The Woodland Trust

TREESCAPESYou said.....

 Respondents mainly welcomed the proposed Treescapes policy. There was unanimous support for ‘the right tree in the 
right place’. There was support for natural regeneration of trees as well as tree planting. There was some concern about the 
potential impact on food production. There were suggestions for community based initiatives, shared gardens and orchards 
and increased green space..

We would not wish to see food 
production, resilient rural communities 
held together by farming families,
overshadowed by noises for rewilding 
and woodland creation 
National Farmers Union Cymru



We would like to see an aim to increase the area of 
woodlands in the UK Woodlands Assurance
Standard. Carbon should not be prioritised over nature, 
particularly given the prominence of nature in
National Park purposes.  We would like to see reference 
to scrub and natural regeneration included in 
recognition of their importance role in buffering 
woodlands. We would also like to see recognition of 
decaying wood’s value to importance role in buffering 
woodlands. We would also like to see recognition of 
decaying wood’s value to wildlife, with actions to 
ensure continued and varied supply (whilst considering 
tree safety).”
RSPB Cymru

We would like the plan to go further and include objectives to 
restoring and rewilding woodland including depleted ancient 
woodlands and native temperate rainforests. It’s a national priority 
to restore these sites, therefore it should be a key focus of the 
woodland targets. 
 
We would like natural regeneration to be the preferred option for 
large areas of woodland restoration where feasible, as this will 
create diverse, locally appropriate and natural woodland habitats 
with increased ecological resilience. Where this is not possible, tree 
planting should be natural as possible to avoid artificial 
plantations using locally appropriate species. Allowing natural 
forests to regenerate - including our native temperate rainforests 
-could sequester carbon 40 times better than plantation forests
Rewilding Britain 



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

More emphasis on resilience- a tree rich landscape forms a resilient landscape 

Data needs to reflect the difference between wooded/afforested areas and wood rich habitats both of 

which are important 

There is insufficient emphasis on ‘right tree right place’  

or the need for UK sourced and grown trees of local provenance for biosecurity, local adaptation to 

climate change and nature recovery 

Huge area of challenge around loss of productive land to tree planting for the ‘greenwashing’ of 

companies without subsequent behaviour change 

Significant queries around how this relates to other policies and the need for full scale integration 

Huge pressure (time and political and economic interest) for this land use change in the National Park – 

requires effective and efficient planning, design and regulatory processes to ensure designs realise 

appropriate multiple benefits.  

Clear messaging around the values of the landscape and treescapes and an agreed prioritising of resource 

to the objective 

Mediating conflicts between productivity/greenwashing/habitat recreation and carbon sequestration 

Clarifying processes and regulations – is there scope for pre-EIA screening / involvement in design 

process? And strategic planning to de-risk applications and provide involvement opportunities.  

Constraints and opportunities mapping – how that links to economic development – and pre-verification 

with regulatory bodies 

Developing agroforestry initiatives – demonstrations of how productive land use and woodland creation 

can be beneficial partners 

Supporting local tree provenance – seed collection/nurseries 

Influence over agri-environment schemes 

Supporting citizen science projects – e.g. Woodland Trust   

Specialist staff to support development of a treescapes partnership and strategy  

NPA 

Mapping with partners – benefiting in social value 

Increasing tree planting in new development 

Resisting loss of trees from new development 

Funding through National Park Partnerships 

Multi-disciplinary input and contacts (community involvement, archaeology, built 

heritage, ecology, geology, landscape and visual, planning). 

Individuals and 

NGOs

Tree planting / seed collection / tree wardens / funding / community involvement / 

holding Welsh Government to account

Local 

Government 
Best practice hedgerow maintenance – widening etc. 

Welsh 

Government 

Responsible for relevant ‘sectoral’ strategies (National Parks, Access, Forestry, Nature 

Recovery, Decarbonisation) 

Funding – strategic links to national forest initiative 

Future Agri Scheme support for Agri-forestry, tree planting and silviculture 

NRW 

Strategic spatial planning - Area Statements as a rural land-use framework with 

statutory weight? 

Regulator. EIA Consent. EIA pre-screening? 

Developer. Of public estate.

Restore all plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites to Ancient Woodland that is more 

natural in character and composition

Funding? 

DCWW  Woodland management and expansion on own land 

Landowners 

Support for right tree right place 

Restoration of plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites and appropriate expansion of 

woodland and wooded habitats. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Treescapes Contd. 



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors  

Ecological function 

Ecological network extent 

Increase in tree rich areas by 

percentage of park 

Conclusion 

The session unveiled the extent 
to which this is a contested 
space. 
Any future development of a 
treescapes strategy will need to 
be drawn from the bottom up in 
collaboration with all key 
stakeholders 
Dedicated resource will need to 
be secured from within the 
BBNPA to facilitate. 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Nature Recovery 

Sustainable Tourism 

Local Food  

Rural Skills  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

PES 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Treescapes contd.



Supporting the Strategy provides a key multifunctional and integrated opportunity 

to respond to the biodiversity and climate crises.

 
 
This Plan champions the 
restoration of Peatland across the 
Park for its ecological value and for 
the contribution towards climate 
change reversal.
 
We will deliver the Brecon Beacons 
National Park peatland restoration 
strategy and assist with those of our 
partners. 
 

Peatland supports many important habitats and species. They are an important 

natural resource for carbon storage and capture, the regulation of greenhouse 

gas emissions, biodiversity and water regulation. Approximately 12% of the 

National Park is peatland.  

PEATLAND
We said....



“The plan only covers peat of at least 40cm in 
depth. Is any consideration being given to peat 
areas with a depth less than this? Such shallow 
peats are often considered acceptable for tree 
-planting, and other land uses.  However this 
can result in detrimental environmental effects, 
and they can even present opportunities
for peatland expansion.
British Ecological Society 

We welcome the ambition to restore peatlands in the 
Brecon Beacons National Park. With the problem of
purple moor grass encroaching and dominating 
peatlands, it is crucial to get the grazing systems correct. It 
isgood to see acknowledgment of this in the report, but we 
would like more specific references to grazing
peatlands with the appropriate density and type of 
animals.
We would also like to see a commitment to banning the 
burning of all peatlands, not just deep peat, and a
restoration of all possible natural processes and missing 
species
Tir Natur

We very much welcome and support 
the production of such a 
comprehensive policy. We note the
importance of peatlands being 
phrased in terms of ecological value 
first and climate change mitigation
potential second which is in line with 
the National Peatland Programme.”
Natural Resources Wales

PEATLAND You said.....

 



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

 

Omissions relate to soicio-economic benefits of peatland 

The need to include clearer detail on the benefits peatland restoration brings including the interaction 

between water, peat and trees 

Maintenance is a key element of managing peatland and this was considered to have been given 

insufficient focus.

Respondents generally supported the proposed policy. 

Very much appeared a priority. BBNPA already is and is seen as a leader here. We need a multi-year 

programme, lining up consents and continuing monitoring and evaluation.  

Finalising of Peatland strategy in combination with partners such as Mega Catchment 

Identification of priority areas – perhaps Three spatial focus areas – Mynydd Ddu (BBNPA ownership), 

Central Beacons (Mega Catchment) and the Black Mountains (BMLUP). 

Work with land managers/commoners to maintain restored areas  

Determine scope for peatland restoration as part of wider PES portfolio 

Education about peat and its socio-economic and environmental value 

Attract and retain long term funding 

Actions around peatland erosion  

Sharing knowledge of best practice – peat restoration master classes  

Citizen science 

The strategy also requires monitoring and evaluation – baseline and longitudinal – links into research 

partnerships and ground truthing / volunteers / Citizen Science. NRW & Swansea Uni Welsh Peatlands 

Research Network and platform. Develop favourable conservation status of peatland criteria. 

Opportunity for communication and storytelling and to advocate for positive land-use change (away from 

mono-culture forestry on Peat). 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Peatland



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors  

Ensuring restored peatland remains 

in good condition 

Nature recovery indicators  

UK Peatland code 

Conclusion 

Very clear that we were already 

very successful in this area 

We do and should lead 

More funding was seen as key to 

long term success of the policy 

Treescapes 

Water 

Nature Recovery 

Sustainable Tourism 

Local Food  

Rural Skills  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

PES 

Green new deal 

Peatland contd.

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Leaders – we can help with prioritisation for other action 

We have huge expertise and are delivering 

Passing on our learning to others (eg farmers local contractors) 

communication and storytelling and to advocate for positive land-use change 

(away from mono-culture forestry on Peat). 

Individuals  Valuing Peat - restraining from purchasing products with peat.

Local 

Government 

 Peat free procurement policies

Welsh 

Government 

Contribution that peatland restoration and maintenance could make to SFS  

Sectoral strategies 

NRW 

Funders/practitioners/experts/partners – is this a shared outcome from Area 

Statements 

Forest Resource Plans 

DCWW  Mega catchment 

Landowners  Practitioners in delivery  

Fire Service  Educators / practitioners in delivery / Funders (?) 



Across the National Park we will 
restore healthy naturally functioning 
catchments floodplains and rivers - 
providing clean water, recreation 
opportunities, mitigating flooding and 
alive with wildlife.
 

We want riverine and lake Special Areas of Conservation (Rivers Wye, Usk and Llangors 
Lake) and the Monmouthshire & Brecon Canal to be proud and joyous examples of 
healthy ecosystems in the National Park.

WATER
We said....



We would like to see the explicit 
inclusion of beaver reintroductions 
across the National Park because 
of the important role they play in 
flood mitigation, water quality, 
rewetting the landscape and fire 
mitigation
Rewilding Britain

To achieve better water quality, much more 
needs to be done to improve discharges 
from farms. The management of diffuse 
pollution as climate change presents 
increasingly frequent hot, dry periods where 
low water flow periods are unavoidable will 
be ever more important. As an owner of 
considerable areas of land, the NPA has the 
potential to play a leading role, particularly 
through natural flood management.
Brecon Beacons Park Society

The reduction of phosphate load 
exceedances is fully supported. 
However, there may be additional 
measure of success that could be 
considered relating to water such as 
flood risk, organic enrichment, 
degraded habitat, and sedimentation
Natural Resources Wales

WATER You said.....

 

The water policy focusses on the iconic 
water bodies, but does not refer to the 
widespread wetlands and
watercourses arising on individual 
farms which may help highlight that 
many people have a part to play in
improving the resilience of water 
sources and river water quality.
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water

It is hard to conceive of this policy ambition without 
considering the reintroduction of beavers to the Brecon
Beacons National Park. We would like to see the National 
Park publicly advocate for the reintroduction of this
crucial ecosystem engineer.  Beaver dams have been 
shown to not only improve habitat for a range of other 
species, but also slow down  the flow of water, thereby 
reducing flooding in the catchment. Water quality is also 
drastically improved where  beavers are present, due to 
their damns filtering our harmful pollutants. 
“Furthermore, the wetlands that are created and 
maintained by beaver activity reduce fire risk and store 
water in times of drought 
Tir Natur

The focus on water appears to be 
nutrients and carbon. There 
doesn’t appear to be any attention 
on the biodiversity gains a healthy 
river will achieve 
British Ecological Society



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Key area of policy omitted, given the economic and social function of the Park as provider of water to 50% 

of DCWW customer base (provisioning ecosystem service). 

Flooding/scarcity issues and linkages with climate change adaptation need to be made more overt – 

especially as these have a significant ecological/social dimension. One of the areas that will likely see the 

effects of Climate Change. 

The connectivity between water and wider ecosystems is omitted. 

Heavily modified catchments – reservoir catchment. Other water bodies such as reservoirs and man made 

features also important.

Water recreation and access of key importance to NP.

Respondents generally supported the proposed Water policy. There were several calls for beavers to be 

reintroduced to help manage water flows and improve water quality.  

Partnership approach deemed essential to achieving on policy objective (this was discussed in detail in the 

Mega Catchment and DCWW sessions with DCWW keen to be a partner in delivery) 

Geographic mapping of priority action areas – Usk valley mentioned but there are others eg links to mega 

catchment 

Long list of relevant water related plans to synthesise  

Education and comms key – thinking about water as a tangible product that is dependent on ecological 

health for socio-economic wellbeing 

Citizen science projects to monitor  

Riparian corridors, health, shade and habitat structure, and GI in Urban Areas. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Water



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors  

Water Framework Directive 

targets 

JNCC targets 

Conclusion 

Key areas of omission were 

highlighted through the deep 

dive – the need to connect 

people to their water supply 

(and by doing so) ecological 

networks was considered key.

 
The potential for the Mega 

Catchment project was 

underlined and this is emerging 

as a flagship outcome based 

partnership for Future Beacons 

to dovetail with. 

 

Treescapes 

Peatland 

Nature Recovery 

Sustainable Tourism 
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Human capital 
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Water contd.

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Convenor 

Local Access Forum  

Individuals 

Citizen science to be part of the solution 

Behaviour change around products used and water use 

(eg gardening for nutrient neutrality) 

Local 

Government 

Working with planning partners especially around Usk Nutrient Management 

Board 

Welsh 

Government 

Legislative backing to address challenges (Agri funding seen as big part of this). 

Natural Resources Policy. 

NRW 

Rivers for life project – partners in delivery. 

Area Statements. 

Regulator. 

DCWW  Mega catchment – partners in delivery  



We will enable positive visitor 
experiences which mutually benefit 
our communities, nature recovery and 
climate change adaptation across the 
Park. 
 

 

The landscape character and its semi-natural, cultural systems are the unique selling 

point for the visitor experience of the National Park and much of our tourism 

economy. We will put nature recovery and sustainable communities at the heart of a 

future strategy to improve the visitor experience.

 

We want to provide positive visitor experiences and opportunities for people to 

access, enjoy and connect to the National Park.

 

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM 
We said....



By increasing the National Park’s ambition to 
include core and regenerative rewilding areas 
within its management plan, this will provide 
additional tourism destinations for visitors, 
reducing the pressure on existing busy areas and 
provide alternative destinations with high quality 
landscape and nature offerings.
Rewilding projects across Britain are showing us 
how we can promote our countryside as a premier
destination for visitors, supporting a range of jobs 
and opportunities for people to explore nature.
Rewilding Britain 

While we welcome the reference to supporting visitors to 
connect with nature…there needs to be much
stronger emphasis on helping visitors to understand the 
impacts of the nature and climate emergencies and
how the Park needs to change in order to tackle those 
emergencies. Measures are needed to help visitors
understand the impacts of different types of behaviour 
and how they can reduce those impacts. It would also
be good to include measures not just to educate, but also 
to empower visitors to take action on the climate
and other environmental issues
Campaign for National Parks

The BBNPA is encouraging 
more and more visitors into 
the area which is increasing 
the carbon footprint in
the area
Crai Community Council

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

You said.....

 Respondents welcomed the focus on sustainable tourism, however raised concern about the impact of
tourism on residents and the natural environment. Suggestions were made about nature-based tourism, help
for sustainable businesses, and the input of outdoor activity providers to develop plans.

Unfortunately, a large 
percentage of visitors do not 
bring any income into the 
Park, they just leave their litter
and dog fowling
Bethan Thomas



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

More emphasis on a shift to inclusive tourism – visitors from all backgrounds  

Need to identify challenges of visitor activity and behaviour  

Tourism is central to our designation  

Need for ‘balance’ discussed at length 

Need to champion ‘good’ visitor behaviour  

Felt that the idea of mutually beneficial tourism – especially benefits to nature recovery and climate 

change were unrealistic  

The extent to which controlling tourism was in the gift of the NPA was discussed – peer to peer seen as 

far more powerful (eg social media influencers) 

Safety concerns highlight  

Query over whether the term ‘responsible tourism’ would be better than ‘sustainable tourism’ 

Would like the policy explicit on the need to engage with more staying visitors for economic benefit 

Sustainable transport was seen as key to managing sustainable tourism 

A form of ‘tourism tax’ discussed at length – garnered a lot of support although the equity of such a 

charge would need careful consideration 

Consider the creation of resident only access on weekends and busy periods 

Develop national comms strategy on countryside code promotion 

A lot of support to reinvigorate Sustainable Tourism Partnership 

MAG staff seen as key as are Ambassadors – Peer to peer message dissemination 

Pre-booked car parking and park and ride from Brecon/Lladovery/Merthyr/Hay 

Links with busy places policy. Need to share intel on events and promote responsible ones with key 

partners… 

Resolve confusion of multiple websites 

Communication and education are key. What is the role of the National Park Visitor Centre - Café/ Shop 

or steppingstone into the National Park? 

Developing resources for ambassadors and providers, wardens and outdoor professionals on the ground 

to welcome people. 

Sort out the basic amenities e.g. Toilets (and get events businesses to pay their fair share for using them). 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Sustainable Tourism 



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors  

None discussed at session 

Conclusion 

Key conclusions – tourism is hugely 

problematic for us and that our 

infrastructure cannot cope – there 

were calls for radical solutions – also 

a sense that much of the drivers 

were out of our control 

The continual promotion of the 

tourism economy as key driver of 

economic prosperity creates 

challenge to managing its huge and 

lasting social and environmental 

impacts 

This session more than any other 

seemed to suggest a Park in crisis and 

the need for radical intervention  

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Busy Places 

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Rights of Way 

Active travel  

Sustainable Tourism contd.

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Comms strategy which is disseminated with all partners 

Management of busy places to enable visitor access at scale 

 

Individuals  Influence responsible tourism – behaviour change 

Local Government  Partners in place - infrastructure 

Welsh (and national) Government 

Funding 

Messaging – education on countryside code 

Granting legislative powers to NPA to levy funds from visitors 

 

Other 

Rural alliance (or similar) to raise issue to national level and 

lobby government 



The National Park is host to over 5 million visitors each year, and rightly so, it’s a pretty 

special place protected by a designation that has at its heart promoting opportunities for 

outdoor recreation.  This we value.  The issue arises when the volume of visitors exceeds 

carrying capacity of a given location.    These ‘honeypot sites’ quickly become congested 

with cars and people, leading to negative impacts on the host communities and the 

environment, degrading the authenticity and sense of escapism that is so vital to many of our 

visitors.

 

 
 
Busy places will be actively managed  to 
ensure that visitors to the Park can 
enjoy and engage with the special 
qualities without harm to the resident 
communities or the natural and historic 
environment.

BUSY PLACES
We said....



We acknowledge that the honeypot 
sites within the Park create 
challenges on multiple levels.
Not least are the ecological 
sensitivities  associated with these 
sites and their designated status. We 
would wish to see this element of the 
policy given greater significance and 
reference
Natural Resources Wales

Visitors need to be encouraged to leave their cars outside 
the Beacons by provision of better public transport 
including park and ride. #
We remain concerned that the major cuts to rural bus 
services in recent years have significantly reduced the 
opportunities for visiting the National Park, particularly for 
those who do not have access to a car. The need for many 
visitors to rely on the car also puts at risk the precious
landscape and biodiversity of the area, as a result of the 
increased carbon emissions and other pollutants
 
Brecon Beacons Park Society

There is a strong case to set up a park 
and ride or shuttle bus (electric) to 
operate between Merthyr Tydfil, Brecon 
and the Mountain Centre with stops at 
Storey Arms. This would relieve pressure 
on the car park at Storey Arms and 
reduce CO2 emissions 
 
Glyn Tarell Community Council

BUSY PLACES You said.....

 The focus on busy places was welcomed by respondents. Concern were raised about the unsustainability of tourism, and 
the impact of tourists on local community. Cars and parking, litter, and dog fowling were big areas of concern



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Phrases within the policy which received some challenge included - ‘without harm’ ‘safeguarding’ 

‘restoring’ ’mutual benefit between environment, visitors, and local communities’ 

Policy should not just talk about visitors 

The focus on visitor presence rather than behaviour seen as a failure of the policy  

Focus on two areas was seen as misleading – other areas facing significant challenge e.g., Llyn y Fan – 

Sugar Loaf – Talybont 

Query around the definition of ‘harm’ and the meaning behind ‘to manage without harm’ 

There should be more emphasis on collaboration with communities to co-create mutually acceptable 

solutions 

Links with sustainable tourism. Safety must be a key concern.  

Resident only access areas – busy periods e.g., weekends and bank holidays  

Tourism tax – mechanisms where day visitors contribute to local economy 

Park and Ride – more sustainable transport options – remove all other parking options 

Promote organised access using activity providers to actively manage access 

Facilitating behaviour change  

Needs information at key points e.g., Weather and before we go – link to Met Office Mountain Forecast 

on our Website. Management – not all year but at peaks (weather key) need to be managed. Shuttle 

services. 

Must sort Pen Y Fan out. 

Co-ordination of events between landowners and Calendar of these. 

Define and regularly review Carrying Capacity’ and manage accordingly. 

Make more of the National Trails and Beacons Way and cycle routes. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Busy Places



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors  

Clear route for emergency vehicles at all times 

Social media reviews from visitors 

Complaints from residents  

Conclusion 

The cross over with this and sustainable tourism policy discussions were clear 

Potential for shared policy position around responsible tourism discussed at length 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Sustainable Tourism  

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Rights of Way 

Active travel 

Busy Places contd.

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA (National Park Authority) 

Comms strategy which is disseminated with all partners 

Management of busy places to enable visitor access at scale 

whist maintaining safety 

Convene partnerships to co-create solutions 

Co-ordination of events between landowners 

Individuals  Influence responsible tourism – behaviour change 

Local Government  Highways authority to agree road closure programme 

Welsh (and national) Government 

Funding 

Messaging – education on countryside code 

Granting legislative powers to NPA to levy funds from visitors 

(Visit Wales) – to support on messaging and funding for tourism 

infrastructure improvements 

Outdoor activity providers 

Promotion of key messaging  

Clear programme of activities for people to engage with  

Education of service users  

 

Police 

Enforcement of ASBO type control for inappropriate visitor 

behaviour 



Our rights of way network is the arterial lines of footpaths, bridleways and by-ways 

that criss-cross the Park area. This along with open access land allows people to 

immerse themselves in our special qualities on foot, cycle, horse, mobility scooter 

and horse and carriage for outdoor recreation with multiple health and wellbeing 

benefits. 

 

This policy relates to our statutory responsibility to manage, develop, integrate and 

promote the rights of way network and other land the public has access to within 

the National Park.

 

 

We will ensure that the rights of way 
network and access land is more 
accessible to more users, well 
connected and resilient to all future 
demands placed on it.

RIGHTS OF WAY
We said....



Access to restored nature should be 
included in the Plan, given the 
significant impact of nature on the
wellbeing of society... This would 
connect social well-being and 
ecological and environmental health
Tir Natur

Eliminating obstacles such as stiles and 
steps on Rights of Way are important to 
improve accessibility for the less mobile 
walker and for the increasing number of 
older walkers. The NPA should also 
promote representation of those groups 
of visitors at present under-represented.
 
Brecon Beacons Park Society

There is clearly a need to distinguish 
areas in which nature recovery is the 
over-riding priority from those
where there is a greater emphasis on 
public access.
 
Campaign for National Parks

RIGHTS OF WAY

 You said.....

Respondents thought that protecting rights of way and access to nature is very important. There was concerns about the 
effects of 4x4 vehicles, motorbikes and dogs attacking livestock. There was concern that more footpath management is 
needed.



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Many felt the policy was silent on key issues 

Accessibility to all users and needs 

Pressures on footpaths – risk of erosion (wider environmental impacts) 

Links to economic drivers – and environmental threats 

Behaviour and responsibility in using RoW network 

Quality of visitor experience  

Conflict between this policy and Sustainable Tourism – are we seeking to attract more users? 

Future legislative change – policy needs to be future proofed  

Only one element [the infrastructure] of a broader accessibility/ access theme which extends to 

Water. 

Address the conflict between landowners/ramblers and address it 

Water ways as arterial networks for visitor access and recreation e.g., canals 

Need for progressive look at access in the widest sense – including NPA (National Park Authority) 

promotions 

Facilitating behaviour change to ensure responsible recreational access 

Broaden policy position to include all forms of recreational access from all users (visitors and 

residents) 

Active management of conflicting uses 

Simplifying diversion procedures to enable swift action in troubled areas 

Alternative data sources (e.g., Strava) to understand how routes are utilised 

Strategy to attract more funding to supporting an accessible rights of way network 

Impact of climate change – e.g., on RoW.  

Value and potential of Local Access Forum to take forward policy objectives  

Export out the benefit of open-air recreation to our urban conurbations 

Communication and education and outdoor skills – Adventure Smart.... Promote accessible loops – 

e.g., BBNP (Brecon Beacons National Park) routes toolkit. Overcome physical and mental barriers. 

And where not to Access e.g., reservoirs.

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Rights of Way



Links to other policy areas 

 

Key monitoring factors  

National health indicators 

Economic indicators 

Environmental indicators 

Accessibility surveys 

Conclusion 

Consensus was the policy was too 

narrow – much of the RoW work 

is better dealt with by ROWIP 

(Rights of Way Improvement Plan) 

– this policy would be better 

served by talking about wider 

issues of accessibility (physical 

barriers-cultural barriers-mental 

barriers) and ensuring responsible 

access. 

Much was discussed around 

responsible visitor behaviour and 

the need to reinvigorate 

knowledge of the countryside 

code. 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Sustainable Tourism  

Busy Places 

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Active travel 

Rights of Way contd.

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Champions  

Conveners  

Educators 

Evidence gatherers – influence wider action 

Individuals  Behaviour change 

Local Government  Work together to capitalise on halo effect 

Welsh (and national) Government 

Joint messaging on countryside code 

Collaboration on legislative changes to ensure no additional 

harm/pressures and realise benefits from access. 

Outdoor activity providers and 

organisations 

Joint messaging on responsible recreational access AND the 

benefits of outdoor recreation. 

Farming Unions 

Joint messaging on responsible recreational access 

 



The Geopark will deliver outcomes 
that benefit health and wellbeing and 
support tourism-led regeneration at 
appropriate locations in partnership 
with a range of stakeholders from the 
public and private sectors.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Geopark will help to interpret the story of the landscape over 
time and how natural processes in combination with human activities 
have shaped the landscape we see today. It will help to inform what 
our role may be in future as good custodians and play a key role in 
supporting the restoration of natural systems.

 

Photo credit: Neil Mansfield

GEOPARK
We said....



The main focus should be on the UNESCO designation as 
a Global Geopark and its geo-conservation. The geopark 
showcases stunning landscapes. It is only by 
demonstration and interpretation of those landscapes for 
both residents and visitors of all ages, and explaining how 
they need to be conserved, that tourism-led regeneration 
can then be developed with local partners building on this 
sound basis. There is potential to reach beyond the Park’s 
boundaries and deliver tourism-led regeneration in the
Heads of the Valleys.
 
Brecon Beacons Park Society

GEOPARK You said.....

Respondents welcomed the Geopark policy.



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

It was felt that the policy missed the key value of the geopark – geological conservation and sustainable 

economic development – tourism led regeneration was seen at odds to the objectives of designations 

(and the challenges the Park was currently facing) 

Policy was seen as missing the point 

More emphasis on the UNESCO definition was seen as essential 

Policy could be more aligned to definition of Geopark and reflect the Global Significance. 

Build stronger connection between the geopark and the Historic environment policies  

Develop a strong project plan of how the Geopark designation could be expanded and work to 

rebalance tourism attraction 

Development of learning lab at Craig y Nos 

Greater presence for the Geopark – NPA staff should wear doubly branded uniform 

Continue to develop Geopark as key delivery arm of outreach work 

Celebration of UNESCOs designation 

Establish Geo-conservation projects and draw out the quaternary geomorphology 

Linkages with PES – investments in geo-conservation and soil improvements 

Explore ways to support the Geopark Management Group as a vehicle for National Park management in 

the Geopark area. 

NPA  Story tellers 

Individuals 

Geopark ambassadors 

Enthuse about the value of the designation 

Consultation on expansion plans 

Local Government 

Key consultee in expansion plans 

(Valleys Regional Park – SE CJC?) 

Welsh (and national) Government  Funding  

Outdoor activity providers  Geopark ambassadors 

Archaeological trusts  Geopark ambassadors 

Private sector 

Geopark ambassadors – support expansion – joint business 

plan  

Universities 

Research – develop the story – evidence the need for 

expansion 

NRW  Geoconservation – funding - support 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Geopark



Links to other policy areas 

Key monitoring factors 

Economic indicators in areas of 

expansion 

Retention of designation 

Visitor understanding – Resident 

understanding 

Conclusion 

Geopark was seen as jewel in the 

BBNPAs crown, but undervalued 

and under resourced – potential 

was seen in using the designation 

as a communication tool to tell 

the story of the park – and links 

were made to Historic 

Environment Partnership and 

shared work 

Reticence over ‘tourism led 

regeneration’ gave way to 

support when intentions to 

refocus visitor presence and 

benefit areas of socio-economic 

deprivation. 

Benefit to local communities was 

also highlighted (by community 

reps) and the outreach benefit 

was seen as a significant strength 

 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Sustainable Tourism  

Busy Places 

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Historic Environment 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Active travel 

Welsh 

Resilient communities 

Geopark contd.



 
 
We will ensure that the historic 
environment is managed in line with 
the best principles of conservation 
management.  In so doing we aim to
 
a) Foster peoples’ values towards and understanding of 
heritage so it may be celebrated for its intrinsic value, for 
its health and wellbeing benefits and as a source of 
inspiration, learning and engagement; AND
 
b) Support inclusive and accessible ways to becoming 
involved in projects to manage, research, monitor, 
celebrate and benefit from the beautiful and varied 
character of the historic environment and heritage.

The historic environment of our National Park represents the physical manifestation of 

our cultural heritage, the conservation and enhancement of which is a purpose of the 

National Park Authority. Our heritage is more than just designated sites - the time-depth 

of our townscapes and local landscapes contribute to the special qualities of the National 

Park: valued landscapes that speak to us of continuity and change, of deep histories and 

our recent past. In this way, the historic environment represents the lives, knowledge, 

learning and experience of generation. Its significance is profound and has lasting impacts 

of benefit to this and future generations.

 

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
We said....



“We note that the Historic Environment goal is to have all 
of the historic features in a favourable condition
whether they are Scheduled Monuments or not; this is a 
valuable goal as the Scheduled Monuments on
average account for 2% of all the historic environment 
features.”
 
Glamorgan- Gwent Archaeological Trust

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

You said.....

The proposed Historic Environment policy was broadly welcomed.



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Lots of wordsmithing suggested 

More significance given to cultural heritage 

More significance given to built heritage  

Must highlight duty in relation to designated sites  

Felt that the policy wording did not match the ambitious nature of the rest of the Plan. 

HE one aspect of cultural heritage. 

Highlight the International and National Significance of the Historic Environment of the National Park 

[World Heritage Site/ Landscapes of outstanding historic interest / Parks and Gardens / buildings]. 

Build better interconnectivity with other partnerships (LNP, Geopark, research partnership, Mega 

Catchment mentioned) 

Map out priority areas for action – detail within HEAP 

Identify funding sources  - Funding strategy alongside HEAP 

Develop programmes aimed at increasing peoples interest and connections to the Historic Environment 

(and its protection) – Heritage ambassadors 

Hidden Histories – diversifying our stories to build wider connections 

Communicating learning through activity in the National Park –multiple stories people and of the 

landscape and, since 1957 – the Brecon Beacons National Park. 

NPA 

Story tellers 

Conveners - HEP 

Project facilitators 

Experts 

Individuals 

Landowners  

Education – engagement – citizen science 

Local Government 

Regeneration departments for built heritage improvements 

and cross overs to higher education  

Welsh (and national) 

Government 

Transport for Wales to bring active and public transport to Historic sites 

and Heritage assets 

Historical societies 

Evidence/research 

Outreach 

Archaeological trusts  Project delivery  

CADW 

Funding 

Regulation  

Support 

 

Universities/training 

establishments  

Research partnerships to help inform our stories 

Traditional building skills 

Specific conservation skills 

 

NRW 

Links between SMNR and Sustainable Management of Historic 

Environment 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Historic Environment



Links to other policy areas 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Sustainable Tourism  

Busy Places 

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Geopark 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Dark Skies 

Active travel 

Welsh 

Resilient communities 

Key monitoring factors 

Vital signs expanded to historic 

environment? 

Improvement of designated sites 

Scale of change needs to be 

factored in  

Conclusion 

Any discussion of the Historic 

Environment of the Park always 

defaults to the fact that the park 

is a landscape shaped by people 

– Any management intervention 

within the Park will therefore be 

reliant on an understanding of 

the Historic Environment and its 

sympathetic management 

Historic Environment contd.



 
 
We will protect and enhance the night 
time environment and our dark skies 
so that current and future generations 
can experience the wonder and 
tranquillity of a truly dark sky, and to 
benefit wildlife and human health

Increasing light pollution is a global and local problem which, amongst other negative 

impacts, is causing damage to the special qualities of the Brecon Beacons National Park 

and is contributing to bio-diversity decline and climate change. To address this issue 

measures to control light pollution have been put in place which, along with other 

actions, resulted in the Brecon Beacons gaining International Dark Sky Reserve (IDSR) 

status in 2012.

 

However, the high level of threat of light pollution due to the installation and use of 

inappropriate lighting units is continuing and increasing. If it is not countered the night-

time environment of the Park will be destroyed, leading to impact on the Park’s day 

environment and its level of biodiversity.

 

 

DARK SKIES
We said....



Dark Skies is a Special Quality in its own right. 
Although this quality does indeed contribute to 
the Tranquility of the Park, more importantly it is 
also the mechanism for the protection of the 
night-time ecosystem, damage to which would 
engender major impacts with knock-on effects 
on the daytime ecosystem. The conservation of 
our Dark Sky through reducing light pollution 
also protects our atmosphere’s ability to oxidise 
greenhouse gases such as methane overnight.
Brecon Beacons Park Society

There are businesses who will need to 
diversify and generate alternative incomes 
streams. What we do not want to create is a 
darkness of the BBNP where it is closed down 
to ideas, business opportunities and a place 
for viable profitable businesses
 
National Farmers Union Cymru

DARK SKIES You said.....

There was broad support for the proposed Dark Skies policy, with a recognition of its importance to 
nature, and to making the National Park a special place. There was minority concern about the potential 
impact on rural businesses.



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

Missed opportunity in relation to S62(2) duty (how other bodies must implement Park purposes and 

duty) – links back to National data 

Highlight need to address ‘buffer zone’ changes 

More emphasis on education  

Links to climate change mitigation links need to be made explicit  

Dark Skies Festival as annual event  

Re-survey of area for compliance 

Action planning around buffer zone 

Dark skies as component of climate mitigation and nature recovery 

Lighting action plan to be agreed with partners 

Better integration into LDP2 (when possible) 

Communications key 

Resourcing is key – Dark Sky Officer on NPA staff ? 

NPA 

Story-teller / Communicator / Educator 

Regulator  

Influencer 

Individuals 

Responsible lighting 

Dark Skies Ambassadors 

Citizen Science – insect survey – bat survey 

Local Government 

Highways authorities – S62(2) 

Planning authorities – S62(2) and fringe applications 

 

Welsh (and national) 

Government 

Trunk road agencies 

Visit Wales - promote 

Park Society 

Evidence gathering  

Supporting designation  

(a lot of the expertise is here) 

Wildlife Trusts 

Ambassadors 

Data collectors 

IDSA 

Regulator 

Supporter 

Universities/training 

establishments  

Evidence/educator/supporter 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Dark Skies



Links to other policy areas 

Peatland 

Landscape 

Water 

Treescapes 

Sustainable Tourism  

Busy Places 

Nature Recovery 

Local Food  

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Geopark 

Green new deal 

Volunteering 

Health and Wellbeing 

Outreach 

Historic Environment 

Active travel 

Welsh 

Resilient communities 

 

Key monitoring factors 

Numbers of light pollution 

complaints reduced 

Improvements in light levels year 

on year (survey data) 

Retain Dark Sky Reserve status 

Conclusion 

A lot of support for the policy 

position, action appears to be to 

continue the good work already 

established – resurvey seen as 

essential  

Dark Skies contd.



 
 
The environment of the Brecon 
Beacons will be recognised and utilised 
for the many benefits it can bring to 
human mental & physical health and 
general well-being.

Wellbeing and health are immutably linked.  Health, defined by the World Health 

Organisation is a state of complete wellbeing, whereas wellbeing, moves beyond physical 

or mental health to encompass concepts of feeling satisfied with life.

 

Many studies have linked contact with nature with positive impacts on health and 

wellbeing, such as reduced stress, greater levels of personal fulfilment and lowered 

incidence of cardiovascular disease.  The National Park in this context provides multiple 

opportunities for people to interact with 'natural' environments away from urban 

trappings such as noise and air pollution. The Park therefore provides an arena of 

multiple possibilities to impart lasting health and wellbeing benefits to visitors and 

residents alike.

 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
We said....



The policy need to broaden out to 
reflect the World Health 
Organisation’s definition and 
emphasise the value
of maintaining and supporting 
well-being 
Brecon Beacons Park Society

Health and wellbeing 
policy needs to include 
disability, diversity and 
inclusion.
 
Natural Resources Wales

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

You said.....

Respondents welcomed health and wellbeing as a priority policy. There was a recognition of the important 
link between access to nature and wellbeing.



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

The significance of the Park as a National resource, available to all for their enjoyment  

Needs to reiterate that its not just access to the countryside that’s important – it’s the regularity with which 

that access occurs that’s key 

The word ‘environment’ was seen as subjective 

More emphasis should be put on the value of the Park to ‘inspire’ and that the policy itself could be more 

inspirational  

  The tense of the policy was also questioned – given the significant role the Park currently has in improving 

health and wellbeing outcomes 

The policy should also reference the value the Park brings to the HWB of residents – appeared visitor 

heavy. 

Support for the principle but not the name ‘natural health service’ 

Potential to capitalise on existing activity within the Park – eg social prescription  

Concern that health professionals are too stretched to engage 

Build up relationships with teaching health boards to fully integrate this thinking into action 

Potential for action research in this sphere – but utilise existing providers 

Identify and promote opportunities for health and wellbeing 

NPA 

Co-ordinate activity amongst all operators in this space 

Ensure sustainability of output  

Create a health and wellbeing forum to plan intervention/monitor 

success 

Support through SDF 

Health Professionals  To utilise nature prescribing  

Local Government 

To support schemes for nature prescribing 

Funding and advice 

Welsh (and national) 

Government 

Funding of pilot schemes 

Public Service Boards  To co-ordinate activity and include within Wellbeing plans 

Social prescribers network   Research, evidence, authentication  

Health charities   To help develop specific schemes. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Health and wellbeing 

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors   Utilise established metrics for evaluation of health interventions – social prescribing network have established 

Conclusion 

Really positive session, exploring the value the National Park has in non-clinical health interventions.  Lots 

already happening – lots to learn from – felt that the NP could have a convening role amongst action already 

happening on the ground  

Resilient communities 

Rights of Way 

Green new deal 

Sustainable tourism 

Geopark 

Outreach 

Local Food  

Rural Skills 

Active travel 





The communities within the National 
Park will be vibrant, sustainable and 
most importantly great places to live.  
 
 
 

 

The National Park holds within its boundaries an interrelated network of towns, 

village, hamlets and individual farmhouses,  which collectively house our communities.

 

Lockdown taught us many lessons about what makes a place a great place to live.  We 

saw a renewed value placed to the provision of local services, local food, and local 

quality green space.  For many being able to walk to a shop to buy basics was a lifeline.  

Such places are known as walkable neighbourhoods, also referred to as 20 minute 

towns/neighbourhoods.  

 

A 20 minute community is a blueprint for a sustainable community, one where 

residents are able to live in affordable housing, meet basic needs within a 20 minute 

walk or cycle, and easily access green space for daily recreation.  It is the aspiration of 

this Plan to create mechanisms for all our communities to become such places.

 

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
We said....



The Plan does not 
sufficiently address ‘local 
needs and housing 
available to young 
people 
Llanddeusant 
Community Council

No houses have been built 
in our community in the 
last 50 years. There is a 
lack of housing for young
people. No wonder it’s a 
dying community.”
D H Morgan

Many small communities are already vibrant and 
alive because they don’t have an alternative and rely 
on each other for help and entertainment. Resources 
do not always equal vibrancy it is the people that 
matter. The idea of 20 minute communities is simply 
unachievable outside of some of the larger 
communities without depopulating the countryside. 
Where is the land coming from to create car-free 
cycle paths, community gardens and orchards. 
Much of this county does not have a pavement 
alongside the road at present
Crai Community Council

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

You said.....

The policy was welcomed, but it was acknowledged there will be challenges in implementing it, and there
were concerns about the potential impact of new infrastructure.

Encouraging carbon-
literacy is vital for 
resilient communities
Campaign for National 
Parks 

While residents in rural areas generally 
have higher than average levels of car 
ownership, there is still a significant 
minority who do not have access to a 
car, and these people are increasingly 
isolated as local shops and services 
have closed. Bus services are, therefore, 
important for those who live in the 
National Park as well as those who want 
to visit it. 
Brecon Beacons Park Society

It is important that the housing is 
local to the jobs, both to avoid 
congestion and adding to climate 
pollution.  It seems to me that you 
need to restrict any new 
development to Social Housing 
only.
Edward Walker



Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors   None identified through session  

Conclusion 

There was a lot of support for the principles of creating environmentally sustainable, locally-based resilient 

communities. It was understood that this is an approach and that not all amenities and services will be 

achievable within 20 minutes

Climate change 

Landscape 

Nature 

Trees 

Water 

Sustainable tourism 

Busy places 

Geopark (for some communities) 

HEAP 

Rights of Way 

Welsh 

Health and wellbeing 

Local food 

Rural skills 

Active travel 

Green new deal 

Naitonal Park 

Data gathering 

Facilitating place plans  

Welsh Government 

Funding housing provision 

Developing supportive policy position 

Local Communities  To come together to help develop and deliver place plans. 

Wales Council for Voluntary Action  

To provide support, advice and resources to communities in 

delivering on their future visions.  

Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

There was strong agreement with improving services and amenities locally to support thriving 

communities and to improve environmental sustainability but 20 minute communities in rural spaces was 

considered to be achievable only in some services and amenities.

The National Park has limited powers but some influence in the spheres where change is needed - such 

as the locations of schools. 

It was noted that considerable investment would be needed including the support Active Travel and 

public transport.  

There was concern it could mean more house building and additional infrastructure. 

Many saw the doughnut approach as key – to linking back to understanding issues around social 

foundation and tackling issues of inequity. 

BBNPA was seen as key in leading the conversation 

Place Planning with communities was seen as a real opportunity and one that had a lot of support 

Focussed interventions with those in most need (lower quartile earners) 

Interlink this policy position with those around, rural skills, active travel, human capital, green economy – 

with a focus on the foundational economy 

Ensure appropriate links to regulatory control eg planning function. 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Resilient Communities



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

 

Emerging Key actions 

It was thought that the scope of the policy needed to be extended across South Wales Valleys region  
Participants raised concerns that cultural barriers weren’t identified eg. In relation to BAME access  
It was thought more detail could be provided within the policy in relation to the specific barriers people 
are facing  
There was a feeling that NPs are no longer relevant to the 21st Century and that a review of the 
purposes and messaging needs to be done as a matter of urgency 
It was felt that there were gaps around current good practice happening within the Park – community 
use of Craig y Nos by residents of Ystradgynlas was referenced as an example. 

Identify key barriers 
Co-create action to address with excluded groups 
Use of trusted individuals to help with first time experiences 
Re-assess the role of our visitor centre (And other assets) in messaging 
Co-ordination of messaging 
Increasing opportunities and means of access 

NPA  Convene partners to develop cohesive strategy 

Individuals 

Role of trusted individuals within community groups to help with 

introductions to new activities 

Unitary Authorities 

Support for educational visits 

Improvements to public transport from outside of the park into 

the park 

Diversity Cymru/Different Faith 

Groups etc 

Trusted individuals to help facilitate access activities 

 

Public Service Boards  Cohesive joined up strategies in Wellbeing Plans 

Outdoor Activity Providers 

To run specialised activity to help introduce new groups to the 

Park 

Policy Deep Dive 

Outreach

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Conclusion 

This was seen as a vital part of NP work, concern was raised over whether we had the resources to meet the 

challenge – and the potential conflict with sustainable tourism objectives. 

Sustainable tourism 

Busy places 

Geopark 

Heap 

Dark Skies 

Rights of Way 

Welsh 

Health and Wellbeing  

Resilient Communities 

Rural Skills 

Active Travel 

Visitor survey 

Number of outreach projects and uptake 

Every child to have had a visit to NP by age 11 and age 16 

Identifying areas which are better frequented by diverse groups and reasons why 



To address the climate and nature 
emergencies, a new approach is 
needed to the rural economy. In order 
to ensure the future resilience and 
prosperity of local communities, we 
will collaborate with partners to 
support transition to a new and more 
sustainable economy.
 

 

The current growth paradigm within traditional economic thought is ecologically and 

socially problematic.  Dependent on increased consumption of finite resources (land, 

water and energy) current economic models are unsustainable and incompatible with 

the objectives of WBFGA and SMNR.

 

Here we focus on the development of a ‘steady state’ economy that permits some 

degree of responsible, ecologically accountable limited growth with social justice at its 

heart.

 

 

GREEN NEW DEAL 
We said....



There is little focus on economic development, 
inward investment or the creation of prosperity 
in the Plan. New investment into the area would 
provide improved employment opportunities 
and increase demand for local produce, goods 
and services which would support the residents 
of the community
Crai Community Council

We strongly encourage more explicit 
support for the establishment of Nature-
Based Economies (NBEs) -
those which allow nature to heal and 
flourish while supporting prosperous 
communities. “This should be achieved 
through: embedding NBEs in locally-led land 
use plans; incentivising NBEs through 
coordinated finance and regulation; active 
support for business innovation.
Rewilding Britain

We welcome the policy as part of a 
conversation to help explore what a 
regenerative economy could look
like in the National Park
Natural Resources Wales

GREEN NEW DEAL

You said.....

 



Key Partners and their Role 

NPA  Influencer/ Convener / Policy maker  

Welsh Government 

Supporting grid development 

Funder 

BMC  Leading provider of skills for the future 

National Parks UK 

Economic strategy for Parks to be leaders in the Green 

Economy / Socially responsible Economy 

Ensure our own corporate sponsorship and procurement meets 

high standards for sustainability/social responsibility 

National Government   Levelling up money? 

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors   Wellbeing indicators rather than just GVA 

Conclusion 

Policy was supported, although the name was seen as problematical as was any reference to concepts of 

growth (de-growth, postgrowth, sustainable growth) etc etc.   Participants wanted to see a clear strategy 

defined and a clearer definition of what a ‘green economy’ is and who it serves. 

Climate change 

Nature Recovery 

Landscapes 

Trees 

Sustainable Tourism 

Rights of Way  

Busy Places 

Health and wellbeing 

Outreach 

Resilient communities 

Rural Skills 

PES

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

The terminology of the policy title is controversial – change it 

The need for the policy to address issues of social equity must be made explicit 

Cost of housing is the biggest economic crisis the area faces, this should be considered within the policy – 

or at least mentioned – if there are no houses for the workers in the green economy – there is no 

economy. 

Reference to growth should be removed – we should – as the Doughnut teaches us – be agnostic about 

growth 

The USP of the natural environment should be made more explicit and capitalise upon. 

Create better linkages between this and the ‘Human Capital’ policy  

Create a clearer definition of what a ‘green’ economy is 

Develop a strategy to put the (laudable) objectives into action 

Address the need to meet social foundation objectives through this economic policy  

NP procurement policy (and others)  

Findings from Policy Deep Dive

Green New Deal



We will celebrate the Welsh 
Language within the Park by telling 
the story of its significance and 
encouraging its use in all that we 
do.

Welsh is one of the oldest languages in Europe.  It has shaped the culture and 

identity of the Welsh Nation and is intrinsically linked to the landscape and 

communities of the National Park.  In this policy we are seeking to assert the 

significance of the language to the region’s culture, heritage and identity; 

encourage its use in the daily lives of our residents and visitors and ensure that 

the language is valued by all regardless of levels of fluency and culture of origin.  

WELSH LANGUAGE
We said....



The plan mentions special people with images 
of sheep and farmers and Welsh language 
which are intrinsically linked. The language has 
been saved by its daily use by the farming 
community. However, the plan then seems to 
suggest that traditional farming should end 
and the small rural communities would be 
erased in 
favour of 20 minute communities
Crai Community Council

The Welsh Agricultural 
Industry has the highest 
proportion of Welsh 
Speakers, more than any 
other sector
National Farmers Union 
Cymru

WELSH LANGUAGE

You said.....

The proposed Welsh Language policy was supported by participants and there was agreement about the 
value of the Welsh Language to local culture and communities. There was a suggestion that it could be 
further supported through Welsh-language events. But there was some concern that changes to land use 
and farming practices could erode the use of Welsh language in the National Park.

Welsh language needs 
greater attention and 
funding
Llanddeusant 
Community Council 



Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Increases in numbers of Welsh Language Speakers 

Increases in numbers of Welsh Language Events / Information 

Conclusion 

A really celebratory session looking at the value of the Welsh Language in all we do.   

 

Key takeaways around that celebratory element – but also that the biggest inroads in relation to Welsh 

Language will come from education and housing policy 

 

Resilient communities 

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Busy places 

Sustainable tourism 

Historic Environment 

Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

 

Emerging Key actions 

Celebration of Welsh Place Names and a support for the approach in Eryri to use Welsh Place names in 
favour of English  
The policy focus felt positive and that was supported 
There was a feeling that the policy could be broadened into other areas of Welsh culture – so poetry, 
music, song etc 
Housing impacts were considered a key issue for the policy to address – silence on this matter was 
questioned. 

The discussion focused on capitalise on the inspiring nature of the Welsh language  
It was felt that more celebration was needed alongside practical things like, addressing Welsh language 
in housing and education. 
Welsh language ambassadors were seen as key 
Use language as part of opportunities/constraints mapping 

NPA 

Provide Welsh Language Ambassador Training  
Ensure Welsh is utilised within all communications  
Utilise the poetry, art and music of the area to promote the 

Welsh Language 

Carefully crafted housing policy for smaller communities in 

Welsh language sensitive areas 

Individuals 

To prioritise Welsh language – especially in the way we talk 

about places 

Local Government  Premium on second homes council tax 

Welsh (and national) Government  Support from Welsh Language Commissioner 

Tourism providers 

To highlight the significance of the Welsh Language – utilise 

Welsh Language Ambassadors 

Universities  To help provide language courses linked to place 

Welsh Language Society  To help advice and support on language promotion 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Welsh Language



 
 
We will develop a portfolio of projects 
generating payments for Ecosystem 
Services

When we talk of ecosystem services we mean the wide range of benefits that humans 

obtain from the natural environment, including how nature contributes towards our well-

being.  

 

Payments for ecosystem services, commonly known as PES relate to a

transaction between a land manager providing a natural service and an investor wishing to 

capitalise on the results of that service.  For example offsetting carbon emissions through 

sponsoring woodland creation or creating clean drinking water through reedbed filtration 

or even, provision of increased opportunities for connection with the natural environment.  

This is something that the NPA has piloted previously through the Black Mountains Land 

Use Partnership and are working on collaboratively at a UK National Parks scale.

 

 

PAYMENTS FOR 
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
We said....



The issue of greatest concern is the development of the 
partnership with Revere. We have seen large companies coming 
under scrutiny on mass tree planting schemes in Wales, where 
effectively companies / investors are using Wales as a dumping 
ground to allow them to continue with their own climate harming 
activities. This would be hugely detrimental to the BBNPA if this 
were allowed to happen [here] and completely unacceptable.
There is a grave concern that outside investors will provide  
funding for nature based solutions, nature recovery and 
potentially hold the cards for rewilding and tree planting and 
farmers, tenants, families working on the land will be forced out.
National Farmers' Union Cymru

BBNP has employed the services of an external 
company Revere who are actively canvassing for 
large  companies to donate money to be able offset 
their carbon footprint and encourage rewilding and 
offer their services to achieve many of the objectives 
and proposals outlined in this document. Carbon 
Credits on The Brecon Beacons belong to the graziers 
and these credits should be available to be used to 
offset their carbon footprint on their farms, they are 
not for sale or use without consent by any other 
person or agency.
Brecon Beacons Commers' Assocation 

By encouraging carbon off-setting the Park 
will take away the necessity for companies 
to change their operating systems. They will 
buy some trees and tick a box. Offsetting is 
morally wrong and is encouraging laziness. 
Examples can be seen throughout Wales 
where whole farms are being bought by 
large companies to plant trees taking 
income from a rural community and 
opportunities from the young within that 
community
Crai Community Council

PAYMENTS FOR ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

You said....

Opinion on this policy was overwhelmingly negative. All respondents who commented strongly disagreed
with the policy and felt that offsetting carbon was not changing the behaviour of the polluter.



Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Payments for Ecosystem Services

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Increases in numbers of Welsh Language Speakers 

Increases in numbers of Welsh Language Events / Information 

Conclusion 

A really celebratory session looking at the value of the Welsh Language in all we do.   

 

Key takeaways around that celebratory element – but also that the biggest inroads in relation to Welsh 

Language will come from education and housing policy 

 

Resilient communities 

Human capital 

Partnerships 

Busy places 

Sustainable tourism 

Historic Environment 

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Ensure linkages with ‘Green new deal policy are realised’ 

 

Welsh Government  National forest 

Training providers  Rural skills to support development of schemes 

Woodland trust 

Expertise in relation to tree planting and designing woodland/ 

agroforestry 

Farming community  Sign up to be delivery partners 

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Conclusion 

The session focused on some of the recent developments taking place in the west of the Park where land is 

being sold to distant companies for carbon offsetting, so called ‘green washing’.  Concern was that this policy 

and its implementation would legitimise this practice – very clear message that the policy needs to benefit the 

local area, local economies and local communities and be linked to real behaviour change. 

Climate change 

Nature Recovery 

Landscapes 

Trees 

Water 

Sustainable Tourism 

Welsh 

Health and wellbeing 

Outreach 

Resilient communities 

Local Food 

Green new deal

Number of schemes being developed/implemented 

Increased ecosystem resilience and biodiversity measures 



‘Rural skills’ is a broad term that encompasses a range of practical and managerial 

jobs, specific to the rural context.

 

Small family farms are the heart of the Park, their longevity is testament to a 

knowledge of land management which has been handed down through generation 

after generation.  Ensuring that there are mechanisms to continue this knowledge 

transfer into the future will go a long way to conserving the landscape and culture of 

the Park for future generations.

 

Although intrinsically linked to farming, rural skills are also increasingly important in 

meeting land based measures for mitigating climate change such as tree planting and 

habitat restoration. 

 

We will ensure that rural skills are 
maintained, retained and enhanced 
within the Brecon Beacons.  We will 
create active partnerships in the 
development of a green workforce 
training scheme which utilises rural 
skills to take action against the 
climate and biodiversity crises.

RURAL SKILLS
We said....



We welcome the focus on rural skills. However, it is 
important that these are not defined too narrowly 
to only focus on land management skills; critical 
skills should include those involved in the 
maintenance of traditional buildings.
Support for these skills associated with other 
aspects on the cultural heritage including crafts 
and artisan food and drink, can help the 
environment and also the local economy - 
volunteering has a significant role to play
but paid employment is critical for success
Brecon Beacons Park Society

We strongly support the objective to ensure that rural skills 
are maintained and enhanced within the Park.
The development of Nature Based Economies within 
rewilding areas can support thriving communities and
also support job creation. Data from our Rewilding Network 
has shown that rewilding projects support a 54% increase 
in full-time equivalent jobs, and a nine fold increase in 
volunteer opportunities. Jobs range from education, 
nature tourism, food and drink production, stockman and 
farming jobs, ecology, wellbeing and events.
Putting nature at the heart of a green economy recovery 
would benefit rural communities, which are among
the most deprived in Britain, while helping fix the nature 
and climate emergencies.
Rewilding Britain

The creation of world-class, 
sustainable visitor experiences 
would provide much needed 
higher paying employment 
opportunities for the Park’s 
inhabitants and help to retain the 
younger generation within the
area.
Crai Community Council

RURAL SKILLS

You said.....

 The proposed Rural Skills policy was widely supported by respondents. There was some concern that skills
needed for nature restoration are different from farming skills and suggestions were made about including
outdoor activity training.

When focusing on rural wilding or planting 
trees you are proposing removing the 
element of the economy which may 
actually keep young people in the area, 
agribusiness. Replacing farming with 
cleaning tourist accommodation in a 
forested beacons is not sustainable. This 
area has an agricultural history and 
supporting that should be where BBNPA 
should focus on.
Crai Community Council 



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

There was discussion about the narrowness of the policy and the need for it to be able to better reflect 

the shifting nature of the rural economy 

There was some discussion about the need for the policy to embrace a wider set of skills than those 

listed, and that tree planting should be replaced with ‘tree establishment, woodland management and 

other habitat restoration’.  Also Historic Environment conservation skills etc 

A question was posed about the value the NPA actually brings to this arena 

More scope to reflect local crafts eg, those identified as of cultural value through the cultures capes 

project 

Action around job creation was seen as key 

The potential of the National Nature Service to provide a viable route from skills to employment in the 

rural context 

Machinery library to share resources 

Develop programmes with education providers to create skills for a sustainable rural future  

Emphasis on multi-skilling 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Rural Skills 

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Taster sessions  

SDF as seed funding  

Liasion with other NPAs across Wales 

Individuals 

Coalition of willing landowners to help provide learning 

environment – support future jobs 

Unitary Authorities  Co-ordinate with local training providers and programmes 

Local Health Boards 

Social prescribing – as both treatment and potential for new 

natural health service practitioners (skills/jobs) 

 

Welsh Government  Provide funding for training and job schemes 

Training providers 

Co-ordinate programme with range of training providers eg 

BMC, Usk College, Prince’s Trust, Lantra, Pencoed, Farming 

Connect, Welsh Agricultural Colleges 

Visit Wales  Rural Skills Holidays? 

Farming community 

Supporting innovation/hosting trainees/benefiting from 

schemes – co-creating skills for the future programme 

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Climate change 

Nature Recovery 

Landscapes 

Trees 

Water 

Sustainable Tourism 

Welsh 

Health and wellbeing 

Outreach 

Resilient communities 

Local Food 

Green new deal

Age profile of communities within the Park 

Enrolment levels on relevant courses 

Register of specialised skills contractors

Numbers of jobs in rural sector 



 
 
We will help establish and grow a 
strong local food economy.  We will 
help diversify the variety of food 
produced within the Brecon Beacons 
and make it easier for local people to 
purchase food produced in the area at 
an affordable price for the benefit of 
the local environment and economy.

When we talk of the local food economy it refers to two key concepts. 

The food itself, which to be local must be produced within a short distance of its 

consumption to be considered ‘local’. 

Whereas the economic dimension is about deconstructing existing supply chains to 

keep as much of the profit as possible within the local economy.

 

LOCAL FOOD
We said....



Public sector catering should provide meals 
based on local food. The environmental 
credentials of the food we buy are difficult to find 
and the information that is available, such as on 
labelling, is generally misunderstood. With 
support, local food production has a role here in 
helping to inform customers; branding local 
products makes them more identifiable, attractive 
to tourism and likely to become known more 
widely. Producers will need support quickly and 
efficiently along the whole of the food chain.
Brecon Beacons Park Society

Many rewilding projects can still support 
farmers within the landscape, including 
tenancy agreements, through sharing and 
managing livestock, traditional skills and land 
management. Most rewilding projects
continue to produce food such as wild meat, 
which can then create a local brand for the 
Park promoting sustainable meat production 
and encouraging local food supply chains
Rewilding Britain

Will the ‘Market Garden’ 
model result in large areas 
covered by polytunnels as 
in Herefordshire?
Glyn Tarell Community 
Council

LOCAL FOOD You said.....

 
Respondents generally supported the proposed local food policy. Many highlighted the need for further
support for existing agricultural and independent businesses. There was some concern about the financial and
practical viability of the 1200 acres project, and the potential visual and environmental impact. There was also
concern about the use of harmful chemicals in food production and support to change to more sustainable
farming methods.

We very much welcome the inclusion of 
local food and the way provenance has 
really been grasped in the discussions we 
have had. It is vitally important farming in 
the BBNPA is applauded, championed and 
recognised. It certainly is a time to explore 
ways of illustrating good farming practices 
and sustainable food production methods 
which compliment the environment 
National Farmers Union Cymru



Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

A lot of discussion about the costs associated with food production and the need for the food system to 

internalise hidden external costs associated with food production (polluter pays principle) 

Associated with this is the need for education about the ‘dishonesty’ of food pricing to those seeking to 

farm in a more sustainable manner and the need to identify ‘costs’ to climate and nature within so called 

‘cheap’ food. 

Some felt that the policy should provide more emphasis on the role of food production in restoring 

biodiversity and fixing carbon – putting food producers as part of the solution 

Relating to the above points – the phrase ‘affordable’ was seen as problematic, and the phrase ‘fair’ 

instead suggested. 

There were also concerns that the policy lacked the necessary innovation to enable a viable future of 

farming to emerge 

It was identified that the new subsidy system would be key and that the future should be regenerative 

production  

Explore telling the story of ‘cheap’ food production – explain actual costs of producing good quality 

environmentally friendly food  

Work with the EAT lancet report to evidence innovation and change towards a food system within 

planetary boundaries 

Any movement towards a local food network – has to be locally led 

NPA role (and the role of the plan) is to support the transition, champion sustainability, champion local 

sustainable producers, signposting visitors – create food tourism linked to sustainable high quality 

production  

SPG to embed principles into planning policy framework 

LDP2 housing to support regenerative agriculture economy 

Education role – could we work with school gardens 

Could we encourage localism within our procurement policy 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Local Food

Key Partners and their Role 

NPA 

Enabling planning policy regime 

Create safe space for agriculture and NPA to discuss innovation 

 

 

Individuals 

Understand the value of their purchasing power 

 

Unitary Authorities 

Procurement policies tailored towards local and sustainable 

products 

Local Health Boards 

Social prescribing for experience days on allotments/market 

garden sites 

 

Welsh Government 

Welsh Gov to recognise farms below 5 hectares and provide 

appropriate support 

Incentivise small farming enterprise 

Show clear linkages between local food production, economic 

wellbeing and sustainability objectives2 

Rural Skills 

Improving the quality of agricultural education to ensure 

regenerative techniques are standardised within the curriculum – 

Black Mountain College key in this region 

 

 

Visit Wales  Food tourism 

Farming community  Exploring possibilities and being open to change 



Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Conclusion 

A really positive session with many contributors keen to ensure that local food forms a key stone of any future 

strategy for the national park.   

Climate change 

Nature Recovery 

Landscapes 

Trees 

Water 

Sustainable Tourism 

Welsh 

Health and wellbeing 

Outreach 

Resilient communities 

Rural skills 

Green new deal

Number of 5 hectare food producing enterprises  

Functioning local food market 

Soil health 

On farm biodiversity increases 

Profitability 

Number of local jobs within agriculture 

Local Food Contd. 



We will create a national Park-wide 
cycling and walking network, which 
helps create a healthier, better 
National Park, with revitalised town 
centres which are more economically-
robust,  more socially just and which 
provides people a real and attractive 
alternative to driving when they need 
to get about in the National Park.

People living, working and visiting the Brecon Beacons should have the opportunity to travel 

within the National Park and access public spaces without the risk presented by sharing public 

spaces and routes with cars and motorbikes

ACTIVE TRAVEL
We said....



We very much welcome the 
aspiration for a Park-wide 
cycling and walking network 
with revitalised town centres 
which are more  
economically robust
 Brecon Town Council

ACTIVE TRAVEL You said.....

Respondents agreed with encouraging environmentally-friendly travel, including Active Travel, but were

concerned about its practicality in a rural setting. There was concern about the volume and speed of traffic

especially on rural roads. There was some concern that the policy is too focussed on visitors and not enough on residents.

If cycling is to be encouraged, 
then need to consider provision of 
secure cycle stores/parking in 
many more locations in towns and 
attractions as well as dedicated 
cycle paths and crossings.
Glyn Tarell Community Council

During my childhood walking two miles 
to school with only a few cars on the 
road there were dozens of birds
nesting in the hedgerows and plenty of 
wild flowers along the hedge banks. 
Today there are only weeds
growing and no birds nesting. This is due 
to the volume of traffic polluting and 
disturbing the wildlife
Brian Thomas

Public transport on trunk roads is 
feasible but even some of them have 
been removed. There is no link to the 
west along A40. How can visitors reach 
bus stops? Where do they leave bikes 
safely? Not all visitors are day  visitors 
many stay within the Park and would 
have difficulty travelling around if not in 
a transport hub location 
Crai Community Council



We welcome the strong emphasis in the Plan on active travel 
and the provision of low/no carbon shared alternatives to the 
car. There are also opportunities to consider the role of 
sustainable travel in encouraging people to stay longer. We 
know that visitors are willing to see travel choices as part of 
their visitor experience in a way that residents are not and so 
promoting sustainable means of reaching high quality 
outdoor recreation experiences could play a role in helping to 
encourage people to extend their visits and use more local 
services. Research has also shown that people who use 
public transport tend to spend more money in the local area.  
There are, therefore, strong economic development 
arguments for investing in improved public transport for
 
Campaign for National Parks

We urge the Authority to develop a greater focus on linking 
walking routes to public transport, in order to
make walking opportunities more available to those without 
access to a car, and to reduce the carbon footprint
of visitors. 
 
The promotion of walking links to the many railway stations 
which lie just beyond the Park’s boundaries could
be particularly valuable. There is a relative lack of cycling 
routes in the west of the Park. We would urge the
Authority to develop proposals to address this deficiency.
 
Brecon Beacons Park Society



Key Partners and their Role 

Key areas of policy 

Challenge

Emerging Key actions 

The definition of Active Travel was seen as being too narrow, as defined in law, and could restrict the 

implementation of the ambition of the policy. 

There was support for a wider focus on sustainable travel. 

There was concern about how the policy could be delivered, and the need for partnership with Welsh 

Government and Unitary Authorities. 

The Snowdonia National Park Authority, and the place plan model utilised to address transport issues 

there, was suggested as a reference for best practice. 

Develop a sustainable transport partnership to be developed between BBNPA, Welsh Government, 

Unitary Authorities and Sustrans. 

Conduct an accessibility audit between settlements looking at existing footpaths and need to 

upgrade/future proof. 

Think of the first and last mile 

Ensure community involvement in any future transport plan 

Bring all transport elements of the plan together into one place 

Consideration of E-bike network to address terrain of the National Park and make sustainable travel and 

Active Travel a viable alternative to the private car. 

NPA 

Ensure LDP policy can accommodate the modal shift 

Convene transport partnership for the area  

Welsh Government  Transport for Wales as key delivery partner and funder 

Highways Authorities  Key delivery partner and funder 

Sustrans 

Key delivery partner and funder- used to thinking outside the 

traditional ‘private car’ box for solutions 

Communities   To input into future plans to ensure that they meet future need 

Findings from Policy Deep Dive 

Active Travel  

Links to other policy areas 

 

 

 

Key monitoring factors  

Conclusion 

The policy was widely supported, although it was acknowledged it could only be delivered in partnership. 

Wider sustainable travel should be incorporated. 

Climate change 

Nature Recovery 

Landscapes 

Trees 

Sustainable Tourism 

Rights of Way  

Busy Places 

Health and wellbeing 

Outreach 

Resilient communities 

Rural Skills 

Green new deal 

?PES?

More people accessing the honey pot sites via alternative methods of transport (eg not cars) 



PROGRESSING 

THE PLAN 



The breadth of responses to the Plan has provided opportunity for reflection. In addition to what has been said, we also 

are reflecting on those voices missing from the consultation and the extent to which this 'gap' means we can consider 

our consultation sufficient. 

 

To that end we will be using the summer to undertake some more targeted consultation, with the aim of reaching out to 

those whose views on the Future Park are important but as yet unknown to us.  We hope that everyone will understand 

the importance of taking this time to ensure that the Future Beacons is truly a representative vision of the Park 25 years 

from now.  We will publish our findings from that work alongside the finalised plan.  Our revised timeline is set out 

overleaf.

 

Going into those more detailed conversations we will, however, have the advantage of the learning provided by the 

many detailed and thought provoking comments this consultation phase has provided.  Learning that is summarised 

below.

The breadth of the policy was seen as necessary, but there needs to be a clearer demonstration 

of what this will deliver on the ground.  We will investigate how we can move away from topic-

based policies towards expression of 'flagship' outcomes.

 

We need to be clear that any action deriving from the plan should deliver multiple outcomes, 

addressing as many of our overshoots in planetary boundaries, or shortfalls against our social 

foundation as is possible.

 

There is a significant need to understand how issues and objectives change across the park and 

develop an understanding of actions/opportunities on an area basis.

 

The focus will be in achieving a just transition for all actors facing the fundamental problems of 

21st Century Rural living.

 

We will develop a better understanding of how the plan will be delivered in partnership how 

that can be clearly communicated in the plan, including identifying those partners with a duty to 

have regard to the Management Plan in their activity. 

 

We need to be clearer on our ambitions and have a framework for monitoring progress - The 

Doughnut Model provides a good starting point and that should be investigated further.

 

Be clearer on the National Park Authority's Role in delivery.



THE STATE OF NATURE IN THE PARK

NEXT STEPS....
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"To be truly radical is to make hope possible 

rather than despair convincing"

 

Raymond Williams

 



Your Future Beacons team

This document and the work of Management Plan is the result of a dedicated team of 

people who have a real passion for the future survival of the National Park.   You can 

read more about us and how to contact usbelow.

 

Helen Roderick 

Helen is a partner in a farming business, and was born and bred in the 

Park. Helen has a passion for sustainable farming techniques and believes 

strongly that farmers are the future of the Park. Helen has a long history 

of community development in the Park and is currently leading on our 

stakeholder work. 

helen.roderick@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Naomi Davies

Local girl Naomi lives on her parents farm.  Her background is in rural 

practice and has a very good head for farm diversification and business 

development.  Naomi is one of the most efficient people you will ever 

meet and keeps us organised and on track.  Naomi leads on site specific 

development.

naomi.davies@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Liz Hutchins

Liz Hutchins is Senior Policy Advisor, working on the Future Beacons 

Management Plan.  Liz’s background is in environmental and social justice 

campaigning and is passionate about building a fairer more inclusive world 

as we respond urgently to the climate and ecological crises. Her previous 

role was Director of Campaigns at Friends of the Earth, England Wales 

and Northern Ireland.  Liz lives in and loves the Brecon Beacons National 

Park and is learning Welsh. liz.hutchins@beacons-npa.gov.uk

 

Helen Lucocq

Helen was born in Swansea but she has had a long and affectionate 

history with the Brecon Beacons (one of her favourite childhood friends 

was the Park's once mascot Spikey the Hedgehog).   A bit of a polymath 

Helen's interests range from storytelling, to heritage, to economics 

although her day job is as a chartered town planner.  Helen's young son 

is petrified of climate change, she's promised she'll do her best to sort it 

out for him. helen.lucocq@beacons-npa.gov.uk

Sophie Jones 

Sophie grew up exploring the beacons, giving her appreciation and 

passion for our natural world and the biodiversity that inhabits it. Going 

on to study international relations & global development, she developed 

an enthusiasm for sustainability, change-making, and history, leading her 

to work on projects around the historic environment, alongside her 

environmental volunteer work. sophie.jones@beacons-npa.gov.uk
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